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Launching in January 2016
A monthly, online-only journal dedicated to publishing reviews and
perspectives across the entire spectrum of materials science and engineering.
To add Nature Reviews Materials to your online resources, contact your sales
representative today.
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Nature Reviews Materials: about

Nature Reviews Materials: areas covered include

Nature Reviews Materials is a monthly, multi-disciplinary reviews journal, which aims to
provide timely, authoritative Reviews and Perspectives that are of broad interest and of
exceptional quality. No other journal in materials science offers the scientific breadth
and number of Reviews that Nature Reviews Materials will provide.

• Engineered and structural
materials (metals, alloys,
ceramics, composites)

Materials science research is a diverse and fast-growing discipline and encompasses
both fundamental and applied studies. The field has moved from an engineering focus
to a position where it has an increasing impact on the classical disciplines of physics,
chemistry and biology.
Like all Nature Reviews-branded journals, Nature Reviews Materials will be characterized
by a dedicated team of professional editors, high standards of copy-editing and production,
swift publication and editorial independence.
In addition to Reviews, Nature Reviews Materials will publish short Perspectives, which
will give opinionated views on a scientific topic, a technological innovation or a historical
account from an expert in the area.

Nature Reviews Materials: readership
The journal will be an invaluable resource for materials scientists, as well as chemists,
physicists and engineers carrying out academic or industrial research in the field of
materials science.

• Organic and soft
materials (glasses,
colloids, liquid crystals,
polymers)
• Biomaterials,
bio-inspired and
biomedical materials
• Optical, photonic and
optoelectronic materials

• Magnetic materials

• Nanoscale materials

• Materials for electronics

• Computation, modelling
and materials theory

• Superconducting
materials
• Two-dimensional
materials
• Catalytic and separation
materials
• Materials for energy
• Materials for sustainable
development

• Surfaces and films
• Design, synthesis,
processing and
characterization
techniques
• Manufacturing
of materials

Nature Reviews Materials site license
ensures your users benefit from:
•C
 ommissioned and peer-reviewed articles, written by acknowledged leaders in their fields
providing detailed overviews of developments in a research area of materials science
• Access to a dedicated reviews journal publishing materials science that aims to connect
with the community on a wide range of topics
• Advance Online Publication — papers published in advance of the complete issue
• Mobile-optimized content — Nature Reviews Materials will offer fully mobile-optimized
articles, enabling your users to access site license content via their personal devices

